PROMOTIONAL
CATALOGUE 2018

FINEST
TEXTILE
COLLECTION
Touch the softness of true cotton,
feel the passion of textile experts,
smell the natural scent of the finest yarns,
enjoy your 100 % COTTON textile
promotional gifts.
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Elegant jaquard towels

MULTICOLOR JACQUARD TOWEL

These towels are made for high class advertising. Produced in a special way, for the pleasure of sharing a unique printed
design. Present your brand on quality jacquard towels that come in different sizes and are able to be used for hands or the whole
body, at home or at the beach.

Multicolor jacquard towels can be personalized with your nice logo all over a towel in 2 colors usually. It is possible to choose between terry and soft velour touch. Your brand in
these towels will be exposed in your pantone colors in eye-catching way.

100 % cotton, double yarn
Recommended for simple designs
Ideal at beach, swimming pool and sport activities

Terry gsm

BORDER JACQUARD TOWEL

Terry gsm

WEEK

Recommended price

WEEK

Recommended price

100 % cotton, double yarn
Recommended for simple designs
Ideal at beach, swimming pool and sport activities
This jacquard towel is personalized with a nice logo on the border, where your logo using
up to 4 colors is weaved. The rest of the towel is a single color, that can be defined by
official pantone color. The Border Jacquard towel is produced by quality double yarn.

Velour lovers will enjoy the finest velour touch,
with a straight cut and smooth finishing.

It is possible to combine border print with
relief print as shown on the photo.

RELIEF JACQUARD TOWEL
100 % cotton, double yarn
Recommended for simple designs
Ideal at beach, swimming pool and sport activities

Velour gsm

Velour gsm

WEEK

WEEK

Recommended price

Recommended price
The color on the back side looks like the negative of the front, can be produced in one color as well.

Sophisticated and elegant with the most subtle advertising, not eye catching, but
breathtaking. The logo is gently weaved in relief in a touching manner. Personalization is
very intimate – unforgettable.
Relief Jacquard towel is made in one color- your chosen pantone color. Many famous
brands trust us in producing authentic towels for them. Quality double yarn material and
perfect finishing make these towels special. They are made of 100% cotton, which feels
nicer after every wash.
Front side

Back side

A three color jacquard towel with colorful look on
the front and the back side. After weaving 3 colors
together we create a melange effect on the towel.

If you would like to apply more than 2 colors, think
of preparing a design in a way that is shown on
these photos. Again, the color on the back side of
can be a negative of the front, or we can produce
it in one color only – as you prefer.

Multicolor towels are made of 100% cotton and
high quality double yarn.

Velour jacquard towel has luxury - soft touch. The
back side of the towel is made out of terry loops.

Already washed

100% cotton on both sides

Permanent color fixation
All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Price does not include any personalization.
Transportation costs depending on country and destination on request.
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Higly absorbent

Environmentally friendly production

Produced in Europe

SAMPLING is possible within 3 weeks. Price upon your request.
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CHRISTMAS COLLECTION 2018
CHECK OUT OUR SPECIAL CATALOGUE, AVAILABLE STARTING APRIL 1ST
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